STAINLESS MOLDING STRIPS/GRAVEL SHIELDS

1949-50 FRONT FENDER TRIM STRIP
Nice reproduction stainless trim strip.
Fits both sides of car. For deluxe models only.
ORDER #4517 $63.00 ea.

1949-50 DOOR MOLDING TRIM STRIP
Stainless reproduction trim strip. Used on Deluxe models. Fits both sides of car.
ORDER #4541 $39.00 ea.

1949-52 ROCKER MOLDING TRIM STRIP
Excellent reproduction sold in pairs only. Used on special and Deluxe models.
ORDER #4518
*Oversize Shipping $159.00 pr.

1951-52 DOOR MOLDING TRIM STRIP
Reproduction trim strip for Deluxe models. Fits both sides on all doors.
ORDER #4542 $35.00

1949-52 ROCKER MOLDING CLIP SET
Complete set of clips to install moldings on both sides of car.
ORDER #4519 $39.00 set

1953-54 FRONT FENDER TRIM STRIP
Real nice reproduction, looks great on your car!
Passenger side ORDER #517-R $54.00 ea.
Driver side ORDER #517-L $54.00 ea.
Fits all 210 and Bel Air Models 2- or 4-door Models

1953-54 DOOR MOLDING TRIM STRIP
Again an excellent reproduction that fits either side of all 210 or Bel Air 2-door models
ORDER #541 $45.00 ea.

1953-54 ROCKER MOLDING TRIM STRIP
Excellent stainless reproduction! Sold in pairs only. Fits all models.
ORDER #518
*Oversize Shipping $125.00 pr.

1953-54 ROCKER MOLDING CLIP KIT
Not original style but will work fine. Comes with instructions and installation template. Requires 10 per car.
ORDER #617
PKG. OF 5 $9.00

BELAIR PAINT DIVIDER CLIPS
Fits behind metal piece that separates rear quarter moldings on all BelAir models. Need 2 per car. 1953-54 Cars.
ORDER #1200-33 $8.00 ea.

1953-54 REAR GRAVEL SHIELD
Looks and fits great. Stainless like original. Includes clips.
ORDER #1946 $300.00 pr.

1953-54 "TEARDROP"
ORDER #1946-1 $88.00 pr.
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